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The current study examined patterns of risk and protective factors among military families and associations with mental health diagnoses among U.S. Army spouses. Spouses (N = 3,036) completed a survey of family psychosocial fitness, which informed protective factors including coping, family cohesion, and social support. Survey results were linked with Department of Defense archival data, which provided information on military-specific risks, including relocation, deployments, and reunification, as well as mental health care diagnoses. The three-step method of latent profile analysis identified six profiles, suggesting significant heterogeneity in military families with respect to their access to resources and exposure to risk. The largest profile of families (40.48% of the sample) had limited risk exposure and considerable strengths. Variability in risk and protection across profiles was associated with statistically significant differences in the prevalence of mental health diagnoses among spouses (χ² = 108.968, df = 5, p < .001). The highest prevalence of mental health diagnoses among Army spouses (41.2%) was observed in the profile with the lowest levels of protective factors. Findings point to the importance of evaluating both concurrent risk and protective factors. Increasing access to resources may be a fruitful avenue for prevention among military families that are struggling.
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The adverse impact of war on military service members has been well documented (e.g., Institute of Medicine, 2013). The negative effects on military families are receiving increased attention. Approximately 50% of U.S. service members are married (U.S. Department of Defense [DoD], 2017), suggesting a significant number of military spouses may be experiencing the consequences of extended exposure to war-related stressors. A recently released National Academy of Sciences, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM) report amplifies the concern about the wellbeing of military families and highlights the need for rigorous research capturing the diversity of military family experiences (NASEM, 2019). Although many military families appear to cope successfully, a subset of spouses may be at increased risk of a wide array of poor outcomes (Ahmadi & Green, 2011; Mansfield et al., 2010). These outcomes are particularly concerning considering the negative impact poor spousal functioning has on military-connected children (Green, Nurisius, & Lester, 2013).

Although attention to this topic is increasing, the majority of these studies have focused solely on the impact of deployment experiences (de Burgh, White, Fear, & Iversen, 2011), despite evidence that military spouses experience many concurrent stressors during wartime (Green et al., 2013). Further, there have been increasing calls to explore the many protective aspects of military family life, including access to a broad spectrum of high-quality...
formal and informal supports (Easterbrooks, Ginsburg, & Lerner, 2013; Hosek & Wadsworth, 2013). The above-referenced NASEM report emphasizes the importance of a broader focus on the collective experiences of military families that may be either opportunities or challenges depending on the unique perspective of the individual family (NASEM, 2019). The present study addressed these gaps in the literature using latent profile analysis (LPA) to model the effects of multiple stressors and concurrent protective factors on mental health outcomes for U.S. Army spouses.

**Theoretical Foundation**

**Risk Factors**

Risk factors are conceptualized as experiences that increase the likelihood of a negative outcome or decrease the likelihood of a positive outcome (Fergus & Zimmerman, 2005; NASEM, 2019, p. 58). Exposure to multiple concurrent risks may have a particularly potent effect on the functioning of military families and military spouses (Evans & Kim, 2010; Lavee, McCubbin, & Patterson, 1985; NASEM, 2019). The experience of concurrent stressors has been associated with poor family adaptation among U.S. Army soldiers and their spouses, over and above the impact of individual stressors (Lavee et al., 1985).

**Protective Factors**

Though a distinction is sometimes drawn between protective factors, which only operate in the presence of risk, and promotive factors, which are associated with better outcomes whether risk is present or not (Masten & Narayan, 2012), this study explores protective factors as an overarching term capturing a broader category of experiences that decrease the likelihood of a negative outcome or increase the likelihood of a positive outcome (Fergus & Zimmerman, 2005; NASEM, 2019). As discussed in the NASEM report, military families may access protective factors within multiple social ecological levels, including from intrapersonal, familial, and community systems (Green et al., 2013; Lavee et al., 1985; Paley, Lester, & Mogil, 2013).

**Resilience**

Although studies have consistently found an elevated risk of adverse outcomes among military spouses and children, the majority of these families nevertheless report relatively healthy functioning (e.g., Sullivan et al., 2015). These findings point to the need to consider resilience processes in military family systems. Family resilience encompasses the interactional and systemic processes occurring in family systems that enable families to thrive despite adversity (Walsh, 2003). The concept of resilience has been defined as an inherent trait possessed by individuals or family systems, a process of leveraging protective factors to manage risk, or an outcome of that process. The present study defined family resilience as a balance of risk and protective factors operating at individual and family levels, allowing a family to maintain positive functioning in the face of adversity (Hawkins et al., 2017; Walsh, 2003). This theoretical orientation suggests the need to consider the simultaneous experience of both risk and protective factors. For example, families with concurrent risk exposure may nevertheless avoid adverse outcomes if they have access to sufficient resources. Alternatively, families who report limited protective factors may be more likely to experience adverse outcomes, even in the absence of increased risk.

**Risk and Protective Factors Affecting Military Spouses**

**Risk Factors**

Empirical evidence suggests combat deployments are a significant risk factor associated with adverse outcomes for military spouses (de Burgh et al., 2011), which include general distress, depressive and trauma symptoms, and mental health diagnoses (Lester et al., 2010; Mansfield et al., 2010). Cumulative deployment experiences in particular appear to be a potent predictor of outcomes for military spouses (Lara-Cinisomo et al., 2012). Reintegration or reunification is the period following the end of a deployment when the service member returns home. Although there is little consensus on the length of this period and it may be different for each deployment experience, many studies have conceptualized reintegration as lasting 6 months to a year beyond the end of a deployment (Lester et al., 2010; McNulty, 2013; Pincus, House, Christenson, & Adler, 2001). This phase can be accompanied by additional stressors, as families navigate changing roles and responsibilities (McNulty, 2013). Finally, military families experience a relocation, or permanent change of station, every 2 to 3 years on average (Park, 2011). Spouses may struggle to maintain employment as a result of frequent moves (Harrell, Lim, Castaneda, & Golinielli, 2004) and may experience decreases in overall well-being (Burrell, Adams, Durand, & Castro, 2006).

**Protective Factors**

Protective factors may exist at several social ecological levels, including intrapersonal, family, and community or social network factors (Bowles et al., 2015; Paley et al., 2013). At the intrapersonal level, the use of positive, active coping strategies has been associated with healthy spouse and family outcomes, particularly during military separations (Weins & Boss, 2006). Further, the capacity to articulate a sense of coherence, purpose, or meaning may predict better outcomes for spouses, children, and families (Everson, Darling, & Herzog, 2013; Saltzman et al., 2011). At the familial level, healthy cohesive family functioning, intimate relationship quality, and better communication have been associated with better mental health and lower levels of stress and psychological distress among military spouses (Allen, Rhoade, Stanley, & Markman, 2011; McGuire et al., 2012). Finally, at the community or network level, formal and informal social connections may affect the functioning of both service members and spouses (Bovens & Martin, 2011). Decreased isolation and increased social support, particularly during deployments, have been associated with lower stress among military spouses (Van Winkle & Lipari, 2015). Finally, connection to the military community has also been associated with spouse psychosocial functioning and ultimately with better child outcomes (Conforte et al., 2017).

**Outcomes**

During wartime, empirical evidence has documented elevated rates of adverse outcomes among military spouses, including gen-
eral distress, disrupted parenting, substance use, secondary traumatization, and mental health diagnoses (Ahmadi & Green, 2011; Mansfield et al., 2010; Renshaw et al., 2011). Although many adverse outcomes have been observed, this study focuses on rates of mental health diagnoses in this population.

The Current Study

The current study used person-centered methods to examine patterns of risk and protective factors and associated military spouse mental health outcomes for two reasons (Masten, 2001; Rosato & Baer, 2012). First, this study conceptualized resilience as a balance between risk and protective factors, requiring a modeling technique that can evaluate these elements concurrently. Second, by defining unique subgroups in this sample, LPA can uncover less common configurations of risk and protection among military families that may be masked using variable-focused modeling (Masten, 2001). Differences in outcomes across these subgroups can then be examined.

Method

Family Global Assessment Tool

This work is a secondary analysis of data obtained through the U.S. Army’s Research Facilitation Laboratory. The Army created the Family Global Assessment Tool (GAT) to evaluate the physical, social, emotional, family, and spiritual health of Army families (Peterson, Park, & Castro, 2011). The Family GAT survey is completed via an online portal by Army spouses on a voluntary basis and can be completed as often as the spouse chooses. The Family GAT instrument recently underwent psychometric evaluation, resulting in nine scales with preliminary evidence of good reliability and validity (Sullivan, Hawkins, Gilreath, & Castro, 2019). Of these nine scales, six protective factor scales that have previously been empirically linked to spouse health outcomes were used in these analyses.

Data Linkage

Family GAT data, which provided information on protective factors, were merged with DoD archival data on personnel, transitions, operations, and medical outcomes, which provided information on risk factors. Data were merged in a four-step process, using a cloud-based, virtual enclave in which deidentified data from disparate DoD sources are linked and analyzed (Vie et al., 2015). In Step 1, demographic data on an approved cohort of GAT completers were merged with GAT survey data, using a unique identification number and identifying only first GAT completions. In Step 2, administrative data sets, including personnel records and family demographics were merged. In Step 3, deployment data were merged using a process in which deployments were sorted in chronological order and all deployments for each family dating back to the beginning of 2009 (the earliest date of available deployment data) were retained. Finally, four medical data sets, representing inpatient and outpatient medical records from both military and civilian facilities, were merged. Only visits that occurred within a year following GAT survey completion were retained. Duplicate records were discarded to ensure only one record of each unique diagnosis for any spouse was retained in the dataset.

Participants

To be included in analyses, Army spouses had to (a) complete a Family GAT survey between 2014 and the end of 2016; (b) provide consent to have their survey responses used for research purposes; and (c) be linked to a soldier using a unique electronic identifier. During our study period, there were 5,786 survey completions. We excluded 2,022 surveys because the participant did not provide consent and an additional 96 surveys that could not be linked to a soldier. The remaining 3,668 surveys were completed by 3,036 distinct individuals; these 3,036 spouses represent our final sample. Secondary analyses were approved by the Army Research, Development and Engineering Center Institutional Review Board and the Institutional Review Board at the University of Southern California.

Measurement

Risk factors. Based on reviewed empirical findings, three military-specific risk factors were included in models. Archival data sets managed by the Defense Manpower Data Center (DMDC) were used to operationalize these variables.

Recent relocation. A dichotomous item reflecting relocation in the year preceding GAT completion was created by comparing the family’s arrival dates at permanent duty stations to the date of Family GAT survey completion. If an arrival date was within 365 days before GAT completion, the family was deemed to have moved in the preceding year (yes vs. no).

Cumulative days of deployment. Using DMDC’s Continency Tracking System Deployment (CTSD) data, a continuous variable reflecting cumulative deployment days between the beginning of 2009 and the date of GAT completion was created. All deployment days that occurred up to but not including the date of GAT completion were summed to create this item.

Recent reunification. Using DMDC’s CTSD data, a dichotomous item reflecting a recent reunification following deployment was created by comparing deployment end dates with GAT completion dates. If any deployment end date was within 365 days before the GAT survey took the GAT, the family was deemed to have experienced a recent reunification (yes vs. no).

Protective factors. Six protective factor scales, representing three social ecological levels, were drawn from the GAT. All items had five Likert-type response options. Responses to individual items were recoded such that higher scores indicated positive functioning and averaged to create composite scores. All scales have preliminary evidence of acceptable psychometric properties (Sullivan et al., 2019).

Intrapersonal factors. Three items, including “When bad things happen, I try to see the positive sides,” assessed positive coping. Three items, including “I believe the things that I do are worthwhile,” assessed meaning-making. Response options ranged from not like me at all to very much like me. Internal consistency was adequate (α = .72) for the positive coping scale and good (α = .83) for the meaning-making scale in this sample.

Familial factors. Eight items, including “I feel emotionally distant from my partner,” assessed relationship functioning. Three
items, including “My family confides in each other,” assessed family cohesion. Response options ranged from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Internal consistency was excellent (α = .90) for the relationship functioning scale and good (α = .86) for the family cohesion scale in this sample.

**Community factors.** Four items, including “If I was sick, I could find someone to help with my daily chores,” assessed social support. Response options ranged from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Five items, including “I participated in community events, activities, or meetings,” assessed social connections. Response options ranged from never to most of the time. Internal consistency was good (α = .86) for the social support scale and excellent (α = .91) for the social connections scale in this sample.

**Covariates.** Using data from DMDC’s Master Personnel File, three variables were created as covariates: (a) service member race/ethnicity (White/non-White); (b) service member educational attainment (high school or below/some college or above); and (c) service member military rank (enlisted/officer).

**Mental health outcomes.** Spouses were deemed to have received a mental health diagnosis if they were assigned a mental health-related code from the International Classification of Diseases (ICD), 9th (ICD-9) or 10th revision (ICD-10), during a medical visit within 1 year following GAT survey completion. To identify mental health-related codes, this study followed Mansfield et al. (2010), which includes a comprehensive list of ICD-9 codes for 17 categories of mental health disorders. Because data spanned the transition to ICD-10, all codes on this list were converted to ICD-10 codes and both lists were used to create the outcome variable. Ultimately, the presence of any of these codes was represented with one dichotomous item reflecting receipt of any mental health diagnosis or not in the year following GAT completion.

**Analyses**

To combine an LPA model with a distal outcome, a three-step method is preferable, which proceeds as follows: (a) an LPA model is specified using indicator variables; (b) a nominal most likely class variable is created and the classification uncertainty rate is calculated; and (c) considering the uncertainty of classification, the most likely class variable is associated with covariates or the outcome variable (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014). In Step 1, all risk and protective factor variables were entered into the LPA model, using mean scores for protective factors to preserve interpretability and power. An initial one-profile model was compared to models with an increasing number of profiles. Model fit was determined by considering four criteria: (a) low Bayesian information criterion (BIC); (b) significant Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test (LMR-LRT); (c) significant bootstrap likelihood ratio test; and (d) conceptual and theoretical considerations (Ny-lund, Asparouhov, & Muthén, 2007). When specific model fit statistics indicated different solutions, substantive considerations guided model selection. Steps 2 and 3 were conducted using the AUXILIARY option in Mplus (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2014; Muthén & Muthén, 2012). The R3STEP command was used for covariates and the DCAT command for the distal outcome. SPSS Version 21 was used for data cleaning and descriptive statistics; Mplus Version 7 was used for LPA models (Muthén & Muthén, 2012). Full information maximum likelihood, available in Mplus, was used to handle missing data.

**Results**

Sample demographics are presented in Table 1. Most service members were male, White, and enlisted. Most spouses were female. The majority of families had two or fewer children. Families were relatively evenly split between those whose oldest child was age 11 or younger and those whose oldest child was 12 or older. Approximately 15% of families had experienced a recent relocation and 7% experienced a recent reunification following a deployment. On average, families reported 139 cumulative days of deployment. Approximately 16% of military spouses received a mental health diagnosis in the year following GAT completion.

**LPA Model**

Tables 2 and 3 present fit indices for the LPA model and means and conditional probabilities, respectively. Although BIC continued to decrease in the seven-profile solution, a significant LMR-LRT in this solution indicated a preference for the six-profile model. This model was more parsimonious and clear distinctions between classes were evident, so the six-profile solution was chosen as best fitting.

In Profile 1 (moderate protection and moderate risk; 8.50% of the sample), spouses were relatively more likely to have experienced a recent move or reunification compared to low risk profiles and had experienced 340 days of deployment on average. Spouses in this profile endorsed moderate levels of all six protective factors. In Profile 2 (moderate protection and low risk; 21.48%), spouses were unlikely to have experienced a recent relocation or reunification and deployment days were low on average. Spouses in this group endorsed slightly higher levels of protective factors on average compared to Profile 1. In Profile 3 (low protection and low risk; 3.33%), spouses were relatively unlikely to have experienced a recent relocation or reunification and deployment days were low on average. Spouses in this profile endorsed slightly higher levels of protective factors on average compared to Profile 1. In Profile 4 (high protection and low risk; 40.48%), the largest category, spouses were relatively unlikely to have experienced a recent relocation or reunification and deployment days were the lowest of any group. Spouses in this profile also reported the highest mean levels of all six protective factors across groups. In Profile 5 (high protection and moderate risk; 19.66%), spouses reported relatively high levels of protective factors. Spouses in this profile were slightly less likely to have experienced a recent relocation or reunification and had slightly fewer days of deployment on average compared to Profile 1. Finally, in Profile 6 (high protection and high risk, 6.56%), spouses reported relatively high levels of protective factors but were also the most likely to be exposed to risk factors and experienced by far the most cumulative deployment days, at 635 on average, across groups. Figure 1 displays the continuous risk and protective factor indicator variables across latent profiles to facilitate interpretation of these results.
Covariates

Associations between covariates and latent profiles are displayed in Table 4. Families of service members who are White and those who completed at least some college were more likely to be in the moderate protection and moderate risk profile (Profile 2) compared to the high protection and low risk profile (Profile 4). Families of enlisted soldiers were more likely to be in the low protection and low risk profile (Profile 3) and less likely to be in the high protection and moderate risk (Profile 5) and high protection and high risk (Profile 6) profiles compared to the high protection and low risk profile. However, as individual covariates may be positively correlated with some LPA indicator variables and negatively correlated with others, relationships with overarching profiles may be less meaningful. The lack of a consistent pattern reduces concerns about underlying confounding in the relationships presented below.

Distal Outcomes

Distal outcomes are presented in Table 5. Omnibus chi-square results indicated significant differences in the prevalence of mental health diagnoses across profiles ($\chi^2 = 108.968, df = 5, p < .001$). Individual chi-square tests evaluated significant differences in the prevalence of mental health diagnoses between two profiles at a time. These results, displayed in Table 5, suggest many differences
in prevalence between individual profiles were also significant. The highest prevalence rates were observed in the low protection and low risk (41.2%) and moderate protection and moderate risk (29.9%) profiles, whereas the lowest prevalence rates were observed in the moderate protection and low risk (8.2%) and high protection and low risk (13.3%) profiles.

Discussion

This study aimed to describe naturally occurring patterns of risk and protective factors affecting U.S. Army spouses and the association of these patterns with the prevalence of mental health diagnoses. Overall, 15.5% of spouses in this sample received a mental health diagnosis during a 1-year period following GAT survey completion. These findings highlight the critical role that both risk and protective factors have in understanding the potential for adverse mental health outcomes among military-connected spouses.

Results suggest significant variation among military families. Analyses identified six groups with different patterns of risk and protective factors. The largest group, accounting for 41% of the sample, was composed of families that reported comparatively high levels of protective factors. The smallest group, accounting for 4% of the sample, was composed of families that reported low levels of both risk and protective factors. This finding echoes recent studies highlighting a small subset of families that exhibit adverse outcomes and a much larger group of families that appear to be coping with stressors successfully (Trail, Meadows, Miles, & Karney, 2017). Further, although there was variability in levels of protective factors across profiles, even the small group of spouses who reported the lowest levels of protective factors (Profile 3) nevertheless appeared to have some intrapersonal, familial, or community resources on which to draw.

Generally, protective factors appeared to vary together, such that families that reported low levels of one protective factor tended to report low levels across all six protective factors evaluated. Recent research using a latent class analysis approach among military families had similar findings (Trail et al., 2017). However, despite this general trend, Army spouses consistently reported lower levels of social connectedness compared to other resources evaluated. This finding is consistent with previous work, which suggests that overall integration into military communities may be low (Burrell, Durand, & Fortado, 2003). This finding may point to an opportunity to target military community integration as one element of a tiered system of supports for military families, as described in the recent NASEM report (2019).

The emergence of Profile 3 (low protection and low risk) and Profile 6 (high protection and high risk) suggest protective factors and risk factors do not necessarily covary in military families, which may distinguish these results from findings in the civilian community. Trail and colleagues (2017) theorized exogenous stressors associated specifically with military service—such as frequent moves or deployment separations—may not be as inherently linked to endogenous resources and vulnerabilities, which are a product of the family system. This decoupling between vulnerabilities and resources, which emerges clearly using person-centered methods, may be a unique feature of military families and suggests that mental health care providers may find family resources that could be useful for prevention or intervention efforts, even among the most risk-exposed families.

Regarding risk, approximately two thirds of this sample were grouped into three profiles with relatively low levels of risk.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Fit Indexes for LPA Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Best fitting model indicated in bold. BIC = Bayesian information criterion; LMR-LRT = Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test; BLRT = bootstrap likelihood ratio test.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Means and Conditional Probabilities for Risk and Protective Factor Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class prevalence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protective factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social connections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship functioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family cohesion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent relocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent reunification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total days of deployment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Figures represent means for protective factors and days of deployment, and conditional probabilities for recent relocation and recent reunification.
Notably, however, there was some low-level exposure to risk, even in these three profiles. Likely, this low but consistent risk reflects the systemic nature of stressors that accompany military service. The risk factors evaluated in this study are, to a certain degree, an expected part of military life (Burrell et al., 2006). Nevertheless, in the context of current overseas conflicts, many families are experiencing exposure to risk that goes beyond this expected level. These experiences are reflected in the three profiles in which families were more likely to experience a recent move or reunification and had many more cumulative days of deployment. For example, in Profile 6 (high protection and high risk), one third of spouses had experienced a reunification in the preceding year and upward of 600 cumulative days of deployment on average. Although this profile was small, these families may exemplify the high operational tempo that has characterized recent wartime military family life.

The variability in risk and protective factors across profiles was associated with significant differences in rates of mental health diagnoses among Army spouses. The highest rate of mental health diagnoses was observed in Profile 3 (low protection and low risk), which was characterized by the lowest levels of protective factors but also relatively low levels of risk exposure. Although this was a comparatively small group, more than 41% of spouses received a mental health diagnosis in the year following GAT survey completion. This finding suggests that limited access to protective factors may be driving the relationship with adverse outcomes as much or more than elevated exposure to military-specific risk. If this is the case, clinicians working with military families can aim to support spouses by increasing their coping skills, social connections, relationships, and sense of meaning.

The lowest rates of mental health diagnoses were observed in Profile 4 (high protection and low risk), which was characterized by the highest levels of protective factors and relatively low risk, and Profile 2 (moderate protection and low risk), which was also characterized by relatively low risk but moderate levels of protective factors. Although the lower rates of mental health diagnoses in Profile 4 is not surprising, the finding regarding the moderate protection and low risk category is more nuanced. It is possible this finding suggests an optimal nexus between low exposure to risk and sufficient access to resources. Outcomes in this profile are in

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>Moderate protection, moderate risk</th>
<th>Moderate protection, low risk</th>
<th>Low protection, low risk</th>
<th>High protection, moderate risk</th>
<th>High protection, high risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Some college (vs. high school)</td>
<td>1.58 1.08 2.31</td>
<td>0.64 0.43 0.95</td>
<td>1.21 0.67 2.19</td>
<td>1.75 1.27 2.41</td>
<td>1.33 0.85 2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enlisted (vs. officer)</td>
<td>1.28 0.83 1.96</td>
<td>0.96 0.60 1.52</td>
<td>3.64 1.42 9.35</td>
<td>0.65 0.46 0.90</td>
<td>0.62 0.39 0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (vs. non-White)</td>
<td>1.82 1.27 2.59</td>
<td>1.04 0.76 1.43</td>
<td>1.77 1.01 3.11</td>
<td>1.45 1.11 1.90</td>
<td>2.40 1.59 3.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. High protection and low risk (Profile 4) was the reference category. OR = odds ratio; LL = lower limit 95% confidence interval; UL = upper limit 95% confidence interval. Significant results indicated in bold. Due to listwise deletion (used only in covariate model), n = 2,710 in these analyses.

Figure 1. Visual representation of continuous latent profile indicators where bars represent protective factors and line represents mean deployment days. Additional risk factor indicators (experiencing a relocation in the preceding year and experiencing a reunification following a deployment in the preceding year) are not shown, as these variables are represented as conditional probabilities. These risk factors tended to track closely with mean deployment days across profiles. For reference, the prevalence of mental health diagnoses in each profile are as follows: 29.9% in Profile 1, 8.2% in Profile 2, 41.2% in Profile 3, 13.3% in Profile 4, 17.1% in Profile 5, and 25.8% in Profile 6. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
Table 5
Latent Profiles Associated With Distal Outcome (Mental Health Diagnosis)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Moderate protection, moderate risk</td>
<td>29.9 (0.028)</td>
<td>14.64**</td>
<td>21.01***</td>
<td>14.64***</td>
<td>10.98**</td>
<td>3.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Moderate protection, low risk</td>
<td>8.2 (0.008)</td>
<td>55.54***</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>11.37**</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Low protection, low risk</td>
<td>41.2 (0.071)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.20**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. High protection, low risk</td>
<td>13.3 (0.015)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. High protection, moderate risk</td>
<td>17.1 (0.023)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. High protection, high risk</td>
<td>25.8 (0.035)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Degrees of freedom = 1 for all individual chi-square results.
*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

contrast with the outcomes for spouses in Profile 1 (moderate protection and moderate risk), which is characterized by similar levels of protective factors as in Profile 2, but more risk exposure. Although only 8.2% of spouses received a mental health diagnosis in Profile 2, 29.9% received a diagnosis in Profile 1. These findings may suggest that when exposure to risk increases, moderate levels of protective factors no longer provide a sufficient balancing effect, which may be associated with increases in adverse outcomes. These results call to mind our definition of resilience as a balance of risk and protective factors. The balance between risk and protection observed in Profile 2 may be emblematic of these resilience processes.

Strengths and Limitations

In addition to the usefulness of LPA described below, this study has a number of strengths. Big data methods, which link data sets from different sources, allowed for a more complex picture of military families. Multiple data sources, including self-report and health records, avoided common method bias, which may plague studies in which military spouses are the only source of information. Finally, access to mental health diagnoses avoided misattribution that can arise from using symptom reporting as an outcome. Despite these strengths, this study has limitations that should be considered. First, spouses take the GAT on a voluntary basis. Although this is a national sample and the demographics are similar to the population of the Army overall, the voluntary nature of the survey limits generalizability. Also, we must be cautious about selection effects. As GAT data used here were collected between 2014 and 2016, when the high pace of operational deployments was winding down, many of the families in this sample may reflect a harder group who have chosen to remain in service despite increased stressors during this period of high operational tempo. This may also affect the generalizability of our results. Further, temporality was considered when linking data, but these data are still essentially cross-sectional, so care must be taken when considering causality.

Finally, a particular challenge of big data methods is that data are not originally collected for research so potential variables of interest may not be available. Certain military-specific risk and protective factors, including service member mental health, dwell time between deployments, supportive leadership, and unit cohesion were unavailable and could not be included here. Further, in addition to military-specific risk factors, normative stressors and protective factors that affect all families may be critical for predicting outcomes (Lucier-Greer, Arnold, Mancini, Ford, & Bryant, 2015). Normative stressors, like socioeconomic status, and prior mental health problems, as well as protective factors like positive parenting were not available. In particular, we were unable to control for prior mental health problems, which may influence the relationships found here. Relatedly, results regarding covariates may be better explored using variable-focused methods described below. Finally, DoD archival data sets do not include detailed information about spouses. Although service member race/ethnicity and education were evaluated, corresponding information was not available for their partners. Further, important risk factors like spousal unemployment and depressed earnings were not available.

Future Research Directions

Person-centered techniques like latent profile analysis allow the risks a particular family experiences to remain grouped with the protective factors that same family experiences so that we can understand the concurrent impact of both within a group of similar families. Using LPA, we avoid some of the pitfalls that traditional variable-focused approaches to studying military families may experience. In variable-focused studies, using regression or structural equation modeling for example, statistical findings may overlook less common patterns and may be driven by a smaller group of families with much higher risk exposure and possibly fewer protective factors. These methods may have the unintended consequence of overpathologizing the larger population of military families (Rosato & Baer, 2012). LPA uncovered significant heterogeneity among military families, highlighting the large group of families with relatively little exposure to risk and considerable access to protective factors. These findings have meaningful implications for policy and practice described below.

Resilience scholars advocate a dual-pronged approach in which both person-focused and variable-focused methods are deployed to understand resilience processes within a particular population (Masten, 2001). Future research should consider building on these findings to explore complementary questions using variable-focused methods. For example, some of the protective factors described here, like family cohesion, may actually operate as promotive factors, meaning they are associated with wellbeing regardless of risk exposure. Others may operate like protective factors, in the sense that they operate to improve outcomes only in the presence of risk. Social support may be an example in the
present dataset. A variable-focused approach would allow for an examination of which variables operate as main effects (promotive factors) and which operate as moderators (protective factors), with potentially important conclusions for policy and practice that complement the conclusions presented here. Also, in addition to understanding the collective effects of concurrent risk exposure, as was examined here, it might be of interest to tease out the relative effects of different risk exposures to prioritize targets for intervention. Relatedly, as patterns emerge from the data using LPA, we were unable to explore all configurations of risk and protective factors (e.g., families that experience high risk and low protective factors). Variable-focused models may be more appropriate to shed light on these combinations, which could further highlight the most critical protective factors. Further, it may be interesting to explore the impact of length of service on the experience of concurrent risk and protective factors. Finally, though not possible using the current data, variable-focused methods could also consider the impact of current stressors relative to the impact of stressors, like adverse childhood experiences, that service members and spouses carry with them into military service. Ultimately, by using both approaches, we can continue to gain insight into explanatory process without losing sight of the totality of the military family experience or the diversity within that experience.

Clinical and Policy Implications

Ultimately, the results of this study highlight that military families are heterogeneous in their exposure to risk and access to resources. These findings cast doubt on characterizations of military families as either monolithically pathological or inherently resilient. Mental health professionals serving military families need to be aware of the elevated risk of poor mental health outcomes among military spouses. Recent research has described military spouses as the foundation of resilience processes in their family systems, particularly during wartime, when service members may be absent due to work-related obligations (Green et al., 2013; Riggs & Riggs, 2011). Spouse mental health functioning appears to have cascading adverse effects on children in military families (Allen et al., 2011; Lester et al., 2010; Masten, 2013). Considering this research, efforts to prevent and treat poor mental health outcomes among military spouses are critical not just for the spouses themselves but for the entire family system.

However, clinicians and policymakers must also be careful not to overpathologize, as many families with lower exposure to risk and sufficient resources appear to be faring well. From a policy perspective, family support programs may not be as critical to the wellbeing of this larger group of families. Rather than investing in universal prevention, these resources might be better allocated to targeted prevention and intervention efforts directed specifically to the smaller group of families with higher risk exposure and fewer resources. Clinically, assessing families’ access to protective factors, in particular, may be useful to understand the potential for adverse outcomes among spouses and to inform intervention. The presence of risk across groups in this study suggests a certain amount of risk is systemic in military families. Even when risk cannot be avoided altogether, which is likely the case in most military families, increasing access to protective factors may be a fruitful avenue toward prevention and intervention. Military programs that improve families’ internal resources, marital and family functioning, and social connectivity may effectively counteract systemic risk. From a policy perspective, the presence of protective factors at multiple social-ecological levels highlights diverse points of entry for capacity building to better support spouses and families of service members (NASEM, 2019).
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